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Dear Editor

According to your email dated December 19, 2017, I have made the following revisions:

I have revised the figure legend for Figure 2 in the main manuscript to confirm that the authors have permission to republish the map, and cited who is providing the permissions.

The following text is added in line 330-335:

Risk understanding-number of regulated CAM professions” depicted in Figure 2 has been developed by the authors and has not been published before. The map is developed on the basis of an uncolored clip-art map of the European countries, retrieved from: “Bruce Jones design Inc. 2006 - www.bjdesign.com - www.clipartmaps.com ”. The clip-art map was purchased first time for use by NAFKAM in the CAMbrella project FP7-HEALTH-2009, GA No.241951. NAFKAM allows the authors to develop maps using this purchased clip-art.

Kind regards

Solveig Wiesener

Corresponding author